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The Workbook that works alongside Real Life Upper Intermediate Students' Book, has grammar and vocabulary practice with easy access to relevant reference information, step by step guidance for writing specific text types, skills practice and exam training. It is accompanied by a Multi-Rom with the audio for the workbook listening exercises and a range of interactive skills practice,
designed to build language and exam skills.
This new component offers a business related alternative to the existing eWorkbook to the award-winning adult course Global. This takes the innovative eWorkbook and provides business-related content to either act as a supplement to the Global Coursebook or as a stand-alone self-study business English course.
The words you need to communicate with confidence. Vocabulary explanations and practice for upper-intermediate level (B2) learners of English. Perfect for both self-study and classroom activities. Quickly expand your vocabulary with over 100 units of easy to understand explanations and practice exercises. Be confident about what you are learning, thanks to Cambridge research into how
English is really spoken and written, and get better at studying by yourself, with units on learning vocabulary, personalised practice and an easy to use answer key.
Business Result. Upper Intermediate. Student's Book. Per Le Scuole Superiori. Con Espansione Online
English Unlimited for Spanish Speakers Pre-intermediate Coursebook with E-portfolio
Real Life Global Pre-Intermediate Students Book
Intermediate : Engleski Jezik Za 3. Razred Srednih Škola : Udbenik
Real Life Global Intermediate Students Book
*Interesting and relevant topics teenagers relate to *Real Time photo story with related exercises using functional language, real contexts and situations *Words2know provide clear focus on vocabulary and make revision easier. Also recorded on class CD and Skills Multi-ROM *Grammar2know with rules of meaning and give focus * Grammar input lessons with Grammar Focus * Functional and situational language in Phrases2know * Wide range of listening including exam task types *Reading strategieswith skills such as
skimming, scanning, predicting meaning from context * Emphasis on exam task types *Quizzes that encourage students to give opinions and personal views * Students encouraged to give opinions on issues that relate to them *Active Study sections develop awareness of lexical features *Mini Workbookat the back of the Students' Book *The back cover flap of the Students' Book provides study tips for exam tasks
Capitalist Nigger is an explosive and jarring indictment of the black race. The book asserts that the Negroid race, as naturally endowed as any other, is culpably a non-productive race, a consumer race that depends on other communities for its culture, its language, its feeding and its clothing. Despite enormous natural resources, blacks are economic slaves because they lack the ‘devil-may-care’ attitude and the ‘killer instinct’ of the Caucasian, as well as the spider web mentality of the Asian. A Capitalist Nigger must
embody ruthlessness in pursuit of excellence in his drive towards achieving the goal of becoming an economic warrior. In putting forward the idea of the Capitalist Nigger, Chika Onyeani charts a road to success whereby black economic warriors employ the ‘Spider Web Doctrine’ – discipline, self-reliance, ruthlessness – to escape from their victim mentality. Born in Nigeria, Chika Onyeani is a journalist, editor and former diplomat.
English Unlimited is a six-level (A1 to C1) goals-based course for adults. Centred on purposeful, real-life objectives, it prepares learners to use English independently for global communication. Through universal topics and activities, and a focus on intercultural competence as a 'fifth skill', this international coursebook helps learners become more sensitive, more effective communicators. Teaching natural, dependable language, and with CEFR goals at its core, it brings real life into the classroom and gives learners the skills
and strategies to communicate confidently outside it. The 'Explore' sections provide the extra ingredients for enhancing communicative ability, from further development of speaking skills to independent learning strategies. The English Unlimited Upper Intermediate B Combo with DVD-ROM includes Coursebook Units 8 to 14 as well as the e-Portfolio and Self-Study DVD-ROM.
English Vocabulary in Use Upper-Intermediate Book with Answers
English Unlimited Pre-intermediate A and B Teacher's Pack (Teacher's Book with DVD-ROM)
True to Life Upper-Intermediate Class Book
Class CD 1,2,3 and 4
The Road To Success – A Spider Web Doctrine

Helping users to learn English, to learn about English and to learn through English, this title is suitable for students who want to communicate in a global environment.
Helps users to learn English, to learn about English and to learn through English, and is the ideal course for students who want to communicate in a global environment.
Information-rich topics and texts immerse adult learners in themes and issues from around the world so that English is more relevant.
Intermediate Coursebook
Real Life Global Pre-Intermediate Workbook and Multi-ROM Pack
English Unlimited for Spanish Speakers Upper Intermediate Coursebook With E-portfolio
Real Life Global Pre-Intermediate Workbook for Pack
Chinese Grammar Wiki BOOK

*Interesting and relevant topics teenagers relate to *Real Time photo story with related exercises using functional language, real contexts and situations *Words2know provide clear focus on vocabulary and make revision easier. Also recorded on class CD and Skills Multi-ROM *Grammar2know with rules of meaning and give focus * Grammar input lessons with Grammar Focus * Functional and situational language in Phrases2know * Wide range of listening including exam task types *Reading strategies with skills such as skimming, scanning, predicting meaning from context * Emphasis on exam task types *Quizzes that encourage students to give opinions and personal
views * Students encouraged to give opinions on issues that relate to them *Active Study sections develop awareness of lexical features *Mini Workbook at the back of the Students' Book *The back cover flap of the Students' Book provides study tips for exam tasks
Displays the Coursebook pages whilst making all the associated multimedia assets (audio/video/ interactive activities) instantly accessible. It features a full set of tools for creating content in the Teacher's Area, and is platform independent so it can be used with any interactive whiteboard or even a projector/laptop combination.
English Unlimited is a six-level (A1 to C1) goals-based course for adults. Centred on purposeful, real-life objectives, it prepares learners to use English independently for global communication. Through universal topics and activities, and a focus on intercultural competence as a 'fifth skill', this international coursebook helps learners become more sensitive, more effective communicators. Teaching natural, dependable language, and with CEFR goals at its core, it brings real life into the classroom and gives learners the skills and strategies to communicate confidently outside it. The 'Explore' sections provide the extra ingredients for enhancing communicative ability, from
further development of speaking skills to independent learning strategies. The English Unlimited Upper Intermediate A Combo with DVD-ROM includes Coursebook Units 1 to 7 as well as the e-Portfolio and Self-Study DVD-ROM.
Global
English Unlimited Upper Intermediate A Combo with DVD-ROMs (2)
With Video and Oxford Online Skills. B2 upper-intermediate
Navigate Coursebook
Opportunities

English Unlimited for Spanish Speakers is a six-level goals-based course for Spanish-speaking adult learners. Centred on real-life objectives, it prepares learners to use English independently and confidently for global communication. Through universally inspiring topics and with a special focus on intercultural competence as a 'fifth skill', this international Coursebook helps learners become sensitive and effective communicators. With natural, dependable language and practical CEF goals, the Coursebook brings real life into the classroom and gives learners the skills, strategies and
confidence to communicate confidently outside it. In addition, tips for Spanish speakers raise awareness of common errors based on research from the Cambridge Learner Corpus. The e-Portfolio DVD-ROM enables learners to build a portfolio of their work, creating a record of their progress, and provides reference tools and a vocabulary trainer.
The Teacher's Handbook provides all the support you need to effectively teach the course. With background notes, teaching suggestions and photocopiable material, the Teacher's Handbook is a valuable resource.
"English Unlimited is a six-level (A1 to C1) goals-based course for adults. Centred on purposeful, real-life objectives, it prepares learners to use English independently for global communication. Through universal topics and activities, and a focus on intercultural competence as a 'fifth skill', this international coursebook helps learners become more sensitive, more effective communicators. Teaching natural, dependable language, and with CEF goals at its core, it brings real life into the classroom and gives learners the skills and strategies to communicate confidently outside it. Explore
sections provide the extra ingredients for enhancing communicative ability, from further development of speaking skills to independent learning strategies. The e-Portfolio DVD-ROM enables learners to create a 'can-do' record of their work and progress. It also provides reference tools and a vocabulary trainer."--Publisher's description.
Upper intermediate coursebook with e-portfolio. B2
Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Test Book
Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Students Book
Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Active Teach
Global Upper Intermediate
A six-level general English course. Suitable for adult learners, it places an emphasis on effective communication in English between both native and non-native speakers. It helps users to learn English, to learn about English and to learn through English.
insight will challenge, develop and inspire your students.It will motivate and engage them with thought provoking topics and information rich texts which will challenge their opinions and inspire them to think critically about the world they live in.It will prepare them for a life of learning with a clear focus on developing their skills and autonomous learning habits.It will give your students a deeper awareness of
how language works, furnishing them with not just the meaning of vocabulary but also the rules that govern its use, allowing your students to use it with confidence.
The Chinese Grammar Wiki began in 2012 as a modest website with a bold vision: to record all of the grammar structures in the Chinese language, categorize them by difficulty level, explain each one in clear, jargon-free English, and link them all together. Initially the wiki was a resource exclusively for the clients of AllSet Learning's Shanghai-based learning consultancy. But five years later, its popularity among
learners has exploded, and the Chinese Grammar Wiki has become the #1 online resource for Chinese grammar among independent learners and college students alike.This book is the third major volume, covering all essential grammar points that an upper intermediate (B2) learner needs to master. Together with the Elementary and Intermediate volumes, the series comprises the most complete single resource on Chinese
grammar in print.This volume features:- 160 Upper Intermediate (B2)) grammar points- 200+ separate grammar structures- 1,700+ examples (with pinyin and English translation)- Extensive interlinking of similar grammar points- Bilingual glossary of grammar terms- Learner-centric design
English Unlimited
Real Life Global Pre-Intermediate Teacher's Handbook
Student's Book Pack
Real Life Global Pre-Intermediate Test Book for Pack
Global Pre-Intermediate
Real LifeLongman
Placement Tests (Elementary/Pre-intermediate and Pre-intermediate/Intermediate. * 12 short tests (one per unit), in version A and B.* Six language and skills tests (one every two units), in version A and B.* Speaking tests (for every unit)* Writing tests (one for every two units).* Mid-year and end-of-year progress tests.* Audio for the listening comprehension tasks.
Real Life brings English to life and makes learning enjoyable and achievable through practical tasks and evocative topics. Real Life gives students English to talk about issues that are important to their lives. With a light and colourful look and feel, it is more socially oriented with a focus on real people and situations and appeals to average and less motivated students who need a more manageable path to exam success.
insight: Pre-Intermediate: Student Book
Real Life Global Elementary Teacher's Handbook
Upper intermediate
Real Life Global Pre-Intermediate Test Book
Real Life

English Unlimited is a six-level (A1 to C1) goals-based course for adults. Centred on purposeful, real-life objectives, it prepares learners to use English independently for global communication. As well as clear teaching notes, the updated Pre-intermediate A and B Teacher's Pack (Teacher's Book with DVD-ROM) offers lots of extra ideas and activities to suit different classroom situations and teaching styles. The DVD-ROM provides a range of extra printable
activities, a comprehensive testing and assessment program, extra literacy and handwriting activities for non-Roman alphabet users and clear mapping of the syllabus against the CEFR 'can do' statements. It also includes the videos from the Self-study Pack DVD-ROM for classroom use.
Presents a five-level course for adults, which focuses on contemporary themes, language and learning styles that are relevant to adult learners. This title includes photocopiable worksheets, tests and videos, and the ready-made lessons can be used as they stand, or adapted using the optional activities suggested in the Teacher's Book.
Business Result Second Edition offers business professionals more communication and language practice than ever before, helping students develop relevant communication skills they can use immediately in the workplace.
English Unlimited Upper Intermediate B Combo with DVD-ROMs (2)
Upper Intermediate
Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Test Book for Pack
Pkg Ng Life Upper Intermediate Wb+ Wb Audio CD
This Interactive Whiteboard software is the perfect classroom tool to bring lessons alive and motivate students. It offers the teacher all the Students' Book lessons, audio and video at the press of a button in the classroom as well as a wealth of additional resources to help prepare lessons, such as extra downloadable activities, tests and workshops to upgrade their teaching skills.
Global Business Class Eworkbook Upper Intermediate
Capitalist Nigger
Vocabulary Reference and Practice
Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Workbook for Pack
Real Life Global Upper Intermediate Teacher's Handbook
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